GEORGETOWN LAW
GRE FAQs
1. Will I be required to submit a CAS report if I only take the GRE?
Yes. We will require a CAS report from all applicants regardless of whether they take the GRE,
the LSAT, or both.
2. How will Georgetown evaluate applications that include both a GRE score and an LSAT score?
If you submit a GRE and an LSAT score, we will consider both scores. If you have multiple scores
for one or both exams, we will consider the highest score of each.
3. How should I submit my GRE scores to Georgetown?
We will only accept official GRE score reports from ETS. Please indicate Georgetown Law as a
recipient of your test scores. For more information on submitting official score reports, please
visit the ETS website.
4.

What is Georgetown’s GRE school code?
Our school code is 2329.

5. What is the oldest score that you will accept?
We accept GRE scores that are five years old.
6. If I take both the GRE and the LSAT, am I required to submit my GRE scores to Georgetown?
No, you are not required to submit your GRE score. You may submit your LSAT score only if you
would prefer.
7. If I take both the GRE and the LSAT, will my LSAT scores be sent to Georgetown?
Yes. Because a CAS report is required of all applicants, Georgetown will automatically receive all
valid LSAT scores.
8. Does the Admissions Committee prefer one test over another?
No. The Admissions Committee will accept either exam and there is no preference in the
admissions process for one test over another.
9. If I submit a GRE score only, will my application be evaluated the same way as someone who
submitted an LSAT score only?
Yes. The Admissions Committee has no preference for the LSAT or the GRE, and will accept
either test score. We consider all applications holistically and will evaluate applications similarly
regardless of test type.

10. Does it help my chances of admission if I submit both an LSAT and a GRE score?
No. You should prepare for and take the test that you feel is most indicative of your academic
ability. The Admissions Committee does not require multiple test scores and does not have a
preference for either test.
11. What GRE score will make me a competitive applicant for Georgetown Law?
Our median LSAT score is a 167, which generally falls in the 94th-95th percentile. In this pilot year,
we anticipate that competitive GRE scores will fall in this general percentile range .
12. Is more consideration placed on the verbal or the quantitative section of the GRE?
The Admissions Committee will give equal consideration to both GRE sections and consider the
applicant’s total score.
13. How important are test scores in the Admissions process?
We consider all application materials when evaluating an applicant. Admissions at Georgetown
Law is a holistic process and far more than a numbers game. We use test scores to help us
evaluate whether an applicant has the skills necessary for law school, but the LSAT and this year
the GRE are one of many factors considered in the broader context of a complete application.
14. Will Georgetown report my LSAT and GRE score to the American Bar Association if I take both
tests?
Yes. Georgetown will submit to the American Bar Association your highest score for any test
that you provided in your application.

